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Start by the side parts, take the lighting dishes to replace the dishes of the poles



Take the red lighting plate for the telephone booth and detach it as shown

Assemble the lighting plate for the top
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Take this lighting part for the water fountain
replace the clear round block at the middle
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Then restore the booth with the wire come out from the back



Then connect them to the USB cable
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Now take the remain lighting parts to assemble it into the main building
Start by splitting it as shown



Take the lighting parts with green flame for this side of the building

Split the bottom part of the building
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Assemble the two connected flames and the gem to replace the original one
at the entrance

Then remove the shown parts and assemble the rest two flames on the side
And leave the lighting 1x4 plate at the middle
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Then restore the removed parts and stable the 1x4 lighting plate

Combine the building and turn it around, remove the desk and the pink plate
Then assemble the remain lighting plates and restore the parts after
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Now for the other side building
Start from detaching the parts as shown
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Take the white round blocks away, place the led bulb on the gold part then place the
round block back, remember to place the wire in between the studs
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Turn the building around, assemble the green lighting gems on both side

Then combine the building and assemble the blue lighting gems, blue flame and
lighting plate
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Then assemble the remain lights on the top floor

Now this side is done
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Now take the remain lighting part for the middle part

Start by assembling the middle lighting plate
Make sure the position of the male female plugs
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Then pull the yellow round plate to the top to assemble it to the lamp

To restore the buildings, take out the green slope
pull the lighting plate to the top of the side building
Assemble it and connect the plugs
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Then restore the removed part

Now do the same thing for the other side
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Restore the building then it’s ready to light up
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